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EDMONTON -- Environmentalists like David Suzuki are the biggest problem 
when it comes to public support for TransCanada's plan to ship Western 
Canadian crude to eastern refineries, says the president of the Treasury Board.

Addressing members of the Alberta Enterprise Group (AEG) at the Fairmont 
Hotel McDonald Wednesday night, Ontario MP and Treasury Board President 
Tony Clement said the pipeline is bound to be "very popular" back East, but 
faces significant opposition from environmental groups.

"The problem is not the labour unions, it's David Suzuki," Clement said. "Groups 
like David Suzuki's group are opposing this project even though for all intents 
and purposes this pipeline has always been there and all we're doing is reversing 
the flow."

If approved, the 4,400-km Eastern Oil Pipeline Project would be capable of 
transporting as many as 850,000 barrels of crude oil per day to refineries in 
Quebec and New Brunswick by 2017, TransCanada said Tuesday.

Clement said he's frequently asked about Alberta oil when he's back home in 
northern Ontario.

"Whenever I go door-to-door in my constituency or hold roundtables in Ontario, 
there's always someone asking, 'Why are we buying foreign oil when we have 
Alberta oil?'," said Clement during his Edmonton visit.

"There are some on the other side of the political leger who will never give the 
oilsands the credit it deserves, but that's not the common-sense view in Ontario.

"I think most people understand that the more we diversify where we're selling 
Alberta oil, the better it is for everybody."

The first questions Clement received from AEG members revolved around the 
federal government's responsibility to attract more skilled workers to Alberta and 
support the infrastructure development of the oilsands.

AEG president Tim Shipton said there's still negative misconceptions across 
Canada about Alberta's natural resources. Shipton said the federal government 
needs to reexamine it's decision making process on funding to major projects.

"If we don't start focusing on ways to get our major infrastructure projects 
completed -- and I'm not just talking about the oilsands -- we're going to be left 
behind," Shipton said.

Clement said he's not in a position to announce any new funding or initiatives to 
aid oilsands development, but that "those talks will certainly continue.
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"I think that as Canadians we understand that the continued development of the 
oilsands requires a massive influx of capital expenditure and it has to be 
something that business sees as a long-term investment prospect."
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David Suzuki Foundation has an agenda for fund-raising, profit-

making, and lobbying, leaving a legacy of partisan political 

interference, frightened children, destroyed economies, lost jobs 

and hardship for people, and weakened communities. There is no 

recourse but official complaints and litigation against Suzuki. 

Moreover, Suzuki does not deserve any donations or support. Nor 

does Suzuki deserve a tax-exempt charity status. Suzuki does 

deserve to face the spotlight of scrutiny and the terror of the 

courts! Suzuki himself must also step down as host of television 

programs produced by Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, 

including The Nature Of Things. http://wp.me/P1jq40-21m http://

pesticidetruths.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/Force-Of-Nature-

David-Suzuki-2011-09-20-2011-Ontario-Vote-David-Suzuki-Politica

l-Interference-Trillium-pdf.pdf WILLIAM H. GATHERCOLE AND 

NORAH G http://pesticidetruths.com/.
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Suzuki has no business interfeering. Its no surprise thar 

the Idle No More radicals veiw him as a hero. 
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Don't kid yourself Suzuki is the same as Gore in it for the money 

and that's it. Seems he has no problem living off oil to get around 

so he can make his $20000 speeches.
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So hurrah for capitalism?
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I'd sooner have Canadian oil, refined here, than risk tanker-loads 

coming across the Atlantic. Do you suppose that, using our own oil, 

the price of gas and home heating oil might go down a bit?

The existing pipeline shouldn't be causing Saint Suzuki and his 

minions any concern... it's already there! And if memory serves, this 

would not be the first time that the flow in that line would be 

reversed.
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